1. Angina pectoris effort 2. Myocardial Infarction 3. Irregularities of the heart 4. Cardiac failure 5. Sudden death Myocardial Infarction is specific to CHD. Others are not and may cause confusion during diagnosis [2] . Rose [3] calculates the "incubation period" of CHD may be 10 years or more.
A. Coronary Heart Disease In INDIA
A large body of data exists on the occurrence of CHD in hospital patients. However, there are only two studies one in Chandigarh, screening patients over the age 30, by a 12-lead ECG and the other in Haryana were the prevalence is 65.4 and 47.8 per 1000 males and females respectively in urban population [4] .This proposed study ise carried out in Chennai, Madras Medical College. The pattern of CHD in India has been reported to be as follows: CHD appears a decade earlier compared with the age incidence in developed countries. The peak period is attained between 51-60 years. Males are affected more than females. Hypertension [9] and Diabetes account for about 40 percent of all cases. Heavy smoking is responsible aetologically in a good number of cases [5] 
B. Indian Heart Risk Predicting Features
The following features are proposed to be collected and analyzed for Indian Heart risk score prediction based on extensive study and expert opinion from doctors with respect to Indian body conditions, life style and eating habits. After discussion with cardiologists a three stage questionnaire was prepared. Diagnosis is done through data collection for each individual patient as given in tables III, IV and V. Tables III, IV and V. Three expert opinion is collected. Two identical opinion is taken into consideration for deriving conclusion. Varied opinion data of a patient is removed from the dataset. SBP is Systolic Blood Pressure and DBP is Diastolic Blood Pressure.
III. Artificial intelligence in medical diagnosis
Nowadays many systems in health care domain are of multi-purpose type which support various complex tasks along-with diagnosis and combine more than one AI technique [17] . Medical care could be enhanced and costs could be reduced by means of an automated medical diagnosis system [15] . The importance of the role of data mining techniques in providing better patient care and effective diagnostic capabilities by finding patterns and extracting knowledge increases with the increase in the volume of stored data [16] .
A. Classification of CAD Risk using Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network is the simulation of human brain. It is a supervised learning technique mainly used for Non Linear Classification. Popular Neural network algorithms include Hopfield, Multilayer perceptron, Self-Organising Map, Radial Basis Function, Adaptive Resonance Theory networks, Counter Propagation networks, Back Propagation networks etc. Our paper deals with Back propagation networks. Back Propagation Network or Feed Forward Networks is a network where there is no feedback. The information flows only in forward direction. This is a systematic method for training multilayer artificial neural network [19] .The network is trained by supervised learning method. As it is a gradient descent method, it reduces the total squared error of the output computed by the net. As the work deals with realistic decision making, the system should reduce the error.
B. The Mathematical Model
When creating a functional model of the biological neuron, there are three basic components of importance. First, the synapses of the neuron are modeled as weights. The strength of the connection between an input and a neuron is noted by the value of the weight. Negative weight values reflect inhibitory connections, while positive values designate excitatory connections [18] . The next two components model the actual activity within the neuron cell. An adder sums up all the inputs modified by their respective weights. This activity is referred to as linear combination. Finally, an activation function controls the amplitude of the output of the neuron. An acceptable range of output is usually between 0 and 1, or -1 and 1. The Back propagation algorithm, in particular, adaptively changes the internal network free parameters based on external stimulus. After trained, a neural network can make predictions about the membership of every test example.
MLP is trained with the Back propagation algorithm suffers from the high number of parameters that need to be tuned, like learning rate, number of neurons, momentum rate, etc. However, the motivations to select this algorithm arise after observing that they have been used to solve problems in different domains, moreover, the output can be directly used for ranking purposes [21] . The algorithm was popularized by [20] and the same has been summarized below. Train the network with the given set of input patient data and obtain the output after propagating through the feed forward network. Compare the result obtained with the desired output as given by expert doctors. Calculate the error. Adjust the weight values and repeat the process until error becomes vary negligible
The detailed algorithm is as follows First apply the inputs to the network and work out the output, initial output could be anything, as the initial weights were random. Work out the error. The error is Expected Value -Actual value value. Error = Output (1-Output) (Target-Output) The "Output(l -Output)" term is necessary in the equation because of the Sigmoid Function. Change the weight. Let W+AB be the new weight and WAB be the initial weight. W+AB = WAB + (ErrorB x OutputA) We update all the weights in the output layer in this way. Calculate the Errors for the hidden layer neurons. Unlike the output layer we cannot calculate these directly (because we don't have a Target), so we Back Propagate them from the output layer (hence the name of the algorithm). This is done by taking the Errors from the output neurons and running them back through the weights to get the hidden layer errors. For example if neuron A is connected B and C then we take the errors from B and C to generate an error for A. Error A = Output A (1 -Output A)(ErrorB WAB + ErrorC WAC). The factor "Output (1 -Output)" is present because of the sigmoid squashing function. Having obtained the Error for the hidden layer neurons now proceed as in stage 3 to change the hidden layer weights. By repeating this method we can train a network of any number of layers The activity of hidden layer neurons is determined by the activity of input neurons and the connecting weights between the input layer and hidden layer. The activity of the output neurons depend on the activity of the hidden layer neurons and the connecting weights between the hidden and output layers. Initial weight and bias assignments influence the performance of the net. To get the best results, initial weights and biases are assigned between -0.5 to 0.5 or between -1 to +1. Faster learning of a Back propagation network can be obtained by Nguyen widrow initialization. Also Learning Rates should be increased to improve the performance.
C. Proposed Work
The database as described in Table III , IV, V is collected for 125 patients. For every patient, Expert opinion from three experienced doctors about the Risk Level namely No Risk, Low Risk, Medium Risk, High Risk is obtained. If at least opinion of two doctors is similar, then the dataset is taken for training or testing. Otherwise the dataset is neglected.
The neural network of the proposed system is shown below in figure 1. The nodes 1,2,3... ,17 are the input nodes in the input layer. The 17 attributes collected during diagnosis of each patient is normalized in the range of 0 to 1 .The numerical attributes can be scaled in to analog form in the range between 0 to 1 using different methods. Here we have followed Linear Data scaling [19] . The number of hidden layer is chosen as 1 and the number of hidden neurons is 2 indicated as I and II in figure 1.
D. Results and Discussion
After getting expert opinion, 250 patients data set is taken for analysis. 14 datasets are rejected due to lack of similarity in expert opinion. The remaining dataset of 236 patients was analyzed. The different desired classification is as in Table VI . The above ROC graphs show a better tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity. The idea is to develop an intelligent system, which will support a person who may be a nurse or a volunteer in a rural or urban area to make a measure of risk of IHD. This will reduce the time a Doctor has to spend in analyzing the risk a person.
The number of epochs is set to 1693. Error is 0.0326. Learning rate and momentum are set to 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. To improve the classification process, in future work the three stages can be separately fed to three different neural networks and the results may be combined to a net.
Through this work, a patient may be directed to an expert in cardiology if the patient is found to be of High Risk or medium risk for immediate treatment or follow up procedure. A patient of low risk cadre may be suggested to have controlled food habits, smoking habits and also may be directed to meet a doctor for further guidelines. According to the Planning Commission, India is short of 600,000 doctors and 1 million nurses -for every 10,000 Indians, there is barely one doctor available. [22] . As doctors especially cardiologists are less in number we should develop a system to utilize the resource efficiently
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) for reliable heart disease risk classification using Artificial Intelligent techniques. The system is designed for Indian Population. Coronary Heart Disease or Ischemic Heart Disease can be handled successfully if more research is encouraged in this area. As this approach focuses on CAD Risk analysis, for a sample population, future work may be directed for further analysis.
